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MSU, U of L sign engineering pact
have been underway for more
than a year.
Once students complete a
four-year baccalaureate degree
in engineering physics at
Murray State, they will be
accepted into U of L's Speed
Scientific School. Upon completion of approximately one year
of study in ~esidence at
Louisville, students will be eli·
gible for a bachelor of engineering degree, and upon comple·
tion of the U of L professional
curriculum, they will receive
the accredited master of engineering degree.
Murray State students who

STAff REPOIT

Engineering degrees from an
acrcredited program are now a
reality for Murray State
University students.
An
agreement
signed
Wednesday
in
Louisville
between
Murray
State
University and the J .B. Speed
Scientific School at the
University of Louisville paves
the way for Murray State stu·
dents to receive engineering
degrees in six disciplines, said
President Kern Alexander.
Talks on the agreement
between the two universities

'

This agrtj!ement provides students the
access to an engineering career in a
convenient and cost-e ffective manner.

'

Gary W . Boggess
choose to take advantage of this
opportunity will earn more
than 100 hours' credit toward
the accredited master's degree
and will enjoy all the benefits of
the quality program offered at

Increases meet

Speed
Scientific
School,
Alexander said.
"This is a breakthrough for
our ~tudcnts," said James
Booth, Murray State provost
and vice president for academic

and student affairs.
"It recognizes the value and
rigor of the engineering physics
program at Murray State,"
Booth said. "The program will
require students to complete
cooperatives and internships
with industrial partners."
Murray State already has
excellent cooperatives with
industries in west Kentucky,
where such cooperatives will be
arranged, he said.
The agreement also enables
MSU graduates to sit for the
Engineering-in-Training (EIT)
examination during their first
semester at Louisville.

"That's extremely important
for our students as all gradu·
ates from any engineering program must have at least four
years of work experience after
passing the EIT examination
before becoming a licensed/registered engineer," said Gary W.
Boggess, dean of the MSU
College of Science.
"We are pleased to offer students in our service region
access to an accredited engineering program," Boggess
said. "This agreement provides
students the access to an engineering career in a convenient
See U of l/13
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PARKING PROBLEM?

Bo&rd approval
BY ALLISON MILLIKAN

Increased Fees

(DITOit-IN.CHIEF

The Board of Regents approved
these Increases on Dec. 2.
FCS 432
From $10to$15
fTE 104
From $30 to $40
ITE 205
From $30 to $40
ITE 301
From $20 to $30
ITE 304
From $30 to $40
From $20 to $30
ITE 401
ITE 504
From $40 to $50

Penalties for parking iliP-gal·
)y will be greater next semester. The University's Board of
Regents approved a recommendation Friday to increase all $5
tickets to $10 and several $25
tickets to $40.
The current parking fine
schedule 'will remain in effect
during the spring semester,
and the new rates will be effective July 1. 1995.
President Alexander's recommendation to increase parking
fines was partly the result of an
enforcement by Faculty Senate
encouraging the University to
provide greater compliance
with parking regulations.
The following violations will
remain at $25: parking without
registration, parking in a
restricted area; and parking in
service vehicle spaces.

d f

Chad E. Hokler/Graphlcs Editor

Additionally, vehicles will be
towed for blocking a legally
parked car, parking in a fire
lane, blocking a dumpster,
impeding traffic flow and abandoning vehicles.
Alexander said the current
parking fine structure - with
the exception of the stolen permit fine - has existed since
1984.
The Board also approved
increases in seven course fees.
James Booth, provost and vice
See FEES/13

E.L Gold/Staff
A H ur ray H igh School student. leavlna the Univenlity
campus a fte r a field trip
Monday, found this parklna
spot near Sparks Hall a tight
squeeze. Murra y pollee
reported that the driver lost
contro l of the car whe n It slid
on the raJn-sllckened street.
No one was Injured In the
mishap.

Campus wish list
gets Board update

Graduates evaluate college experience
BY ALLISON M ILLIKAN

Survey Results

EDITOR-IN.CHIEF

Since a comprehensive program to assess state universities was developed in 1988,
Murray State has judged its
institutional effectiveness
according to criteria established by the Commission on
Colleges of the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools.
SACS, the regional accrediting body for the southern
states, considers student
assessment an important
component of the measure of
insitutional effectiveness.
Data from the recently
released creditbility report
was obtained through senior
and alumni surveys conducted by the University.
This data is used by the
University as the basis for
ongoing program improvement at all levels.
Departmental curriculum
committees review the results
and
propose
program
changes. In addition, the

This graphic shows the comparison between MSU and othet ClOIJeges in tenns of SUMty raeults.
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Academic Council and the
staff in the Office of Student
Affairs use the results to
improve the academic and
social lives of students.
Several strengths and benefits of the assessment program emerge as a result, but

The alumni results are
based on responses from 391
recent graduates receiving
baccalaureate degrees. ·
The report also includes
data on parent satisfaction,
education reform efforts and
public service efforts.

weaknesses also indicate
areas in which the University
could improve. ·
The recommendations given
to the University by the SACS
committee in February will
shape the University's pl&ns
for future improvement.

Marie jones reflects on her
first few months on
the Murray State
Board of Regents.
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vator problems will not be
solved until the existing elevaThe Board of Regents tors are upgraded and the
approved last Friday changes University contracts out eleva·
to the 1994-95 agency funded tor repairs.
major maintenance projects.
• replace original plans for a
Facilities Management updat- slick concrete floor for the
ed the current list to include Regional Special Events Center
the following:
with a synthetic surface. The
• replace sprinkler system in
state has already released the
Lovett Auditorium. President 22 bids for construction.
Kern Alexander and several
regents toured the building Officials hope to begin building
Friday, and regents later in March.
President Alexander also
approved the change in mainte- informed the Board of the stanance projects to include a new tus of ongoing campus consprinkler. Alexander said the struction
projects.
They
current system is inoperable include:
and is an eyesore to the histor·
Fine Arts Annex - Clean up
ical building.
is complete in the new Fine
• install 26 new lights in the Arts Building, and the neces.Quad. Ed West, director of sary repairs to the old Fine
Facilities Management said Arts Building will be underway
new lamps will be purchased, in January.
in addition to new electrical
Woods Hall • Five million
lines, new bases and poles. The dollars recently was approved
project should begin in March. by the Council on Higher
•
repair 40 of the Education to completely renoUniversity's 49 elevators. vate the residence hall into
Alexander said the ongoing eleSee PROJECTS/13
STAff REPORT

Togetherness...
Board of Regents discusses
plan aimed to
unite students
and faculty.

•

with a 86-70 victory
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Check check addresses

Wann presents studies

The Payroll Office will mail 1994 W-2s by Jan. 31 to the
address appearing on student paychecks. If that address is
incorrect or will change in January, students should notify the
Payroll Office by calling 762-4129.
Changes should be reported by next Friday.

Daniel Wann, assistant professor of psychology, recently presented the results of two studies at the North American Society
for the Psychology of Sport and Physical Activity.
His work, titled "Development of the Sports Spectator
Motivation Scale," detailed the evolution of a new scale Wann
has created for use in sport psychology research. His second presentation, "Seasonal Changes in Spectators' Levels of
Identification with College Basketball and Football Teams,"
focuses on his research on spectator identification.
Currently, Wann is studying factors involved in spectator
aggression, such as the attacks on skater Nancy Kerrigan and
tennis player Monica Seles.

WKC plans open house
The West Kentucky Corporation will host a Christmas open
house from 2- 4 p.m. Tuesday in Room 208 and the mezzanine
area of the Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and
Technology to celebrate the holiday season and welcome the
public to its new office in Murray.
The WKC Executive Committee will hold its December board
meeting prior to the open house at 1 p.m. in Room 211. The
WKC serves as the regional economic development organization
for the 42 western-most Kentucky counties.
The public is invited to attend both activities.

" Messiah" workshop scheduled
The Office of Community Education in the Center for
Continuing Education will offer a workshop on George Frederick
Handel's "Messiah" from 7 to 9 p.m. Monday in the former
Westside Church building on 15th Street, near Hughes Avenue.
Written in 1741 as a musical biography of the birth, life and
cruciflXion of Christ, the "Messiah" ranks as one of the world's
formost compositions. Yet even among avid listeners, few are
fully familiar with the entire orotorio, its libretto, or its history.
Instructor Norman Wurgler, an adjunct in the department of
music, plans to use the workshop to compare passages of the
libretto with their paraphrased Bible texts. Portions from a variety of arrangements from full symphonic orchestra with choir to
small choral group will be played to discover the richness of the
oratorio.
To register for the workshop, call the Office of Community
Education at 762-2160. Participants may wish to bring their
Bibles and a blank audio tape.

Several exhibits will end around the University next week.
The student drawing exhibition in the Curris Center Gallery
will continue until Thursday.
The baccalaureate group exhibit featuring Mollie Driver, Tina
Mullins, Brad Reed Nelson and Liz Riggs will continue through
Thursday in the upper level of the Eagle Gallery in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The Fifth International Shoebox Sculpture Exhibition organized by the University of Hawaii will continue in the Eagle
Gallery in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center until Friday.
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Center. Sponsored by West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Association. Free.
• Playhouse In the Park · ..A Children's Christmas Carol," 8
p.m. Tickets are $6 for adults; $5 for seniors; and $4 for students.
• Christmas party - Foreign language club potluck, 4 p.m.,
Suzanne Keeslar's home in Almo. Maps available in foriegn
language office. Christmas caroling in Spanish, German and
French. Everyone is invited.
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Schedule tor Saturday & Evening Classes*
Satur~ay

Saturday Morning .
' _Monday '· Evening. · ·

Mc)~:day · ,..
Tuesday
Tuesday Evening
Wednesday
Wednesday Evening
Thursday . . :1! Thursday E.vening ' •;
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EDITORS, MANAGERS
Ed~or in chief ................Allison Millikan
Managing editor .......................E.l. Gold
College Ufe editor .................Kelly Hicks
Sports editor.....................Scott Nanney
Photography editor .................Jud Cook
Graphics editor ...................Chad Holder
Ad manager............ ..........Kelly Mcintire
Ad production ...............Gteg Teffertiller
Business manager ..........Michele Marin
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This newspaper Is a member of
Associated Collegiate Press. c·olumbia
Scholastic Press Association, Kentucky
Press Association, and Kentucky
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OFF.CAMPUS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State News by contacting Or.
Ann Landtm at 762·4479 or Orville
Herndon at 762·4491 A one year
subscription Is $10 payable in advance.
PRINTING
This newspaper is printed on recycled
newspnnt at Thll Murray Ledger & nmes,
1001 Whltnetl Ave .. Murray. Ky. 42071.
Photolithography work appearing In
Ths Murray State Nsws is produced by
lila McCuiston at Murray State
University's Printing Services

Saturday, Dec. 17
• Residence halls close - Halls close at 9 a.m. for the

Dec.12
\
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SoUfce; SGA ~ PJanner

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing

Christmas holidays. They will reopen for the spring semester
at noon, Jan. 15.
• Open horse show - Classes begin at 2 p.m., games at 6
p.m., West Kentucky Expo Center. Sponsored by Wrangler's
Riding Club. For more information, call Herman Carroll at
753-1219.
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24-Hour Service Available. Call anytime!!
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•FAX
·copies
•Transcription

385 Stroud Road
Pirate's Cove Hardin

Monday - Friday

READER INFORMATION

Fax .......................................762·3175

Center. Sponsored by West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Association. Free.
• Line dancing - 7:30- 9 p.m., Long John Silvers, Curris
Center.
• Playhouse In the Park - "A Children's Christmas Carol," 8
p.m. Tickets are $6 tor adults; $5 for seniors; and $4 for stu·
dents.

Exam Day Exam Time
Monday ' ' · 8:00a.m. ·
Dec: 12
10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
4:00p.m.
··.
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DISTRIBUTION POINTS
The Murray Slats News Is distributed
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus.
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeteria. Wells
Hall. Sparks Hall, Wilson Hall, Business
Building. Faculty Hall. Blackburn Science,
Fine Arts. Stewart Stadtum, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall, Waterfield Library, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
lowry Center.

• AQHA horse show - 7 p.m., West Kentucky Exposition

• AQHA horse show - 8 a.m., West Kentucky Exposition

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071·33?1
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Health Line
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

Sat~rday, Dec. 10
• Final examinations begin - Grades due in Registration
Office 48 hours after each examination with noon, Dec. 19

for further information dial

R
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Libraries, technology
prograDls get windfall
BY

E.L. GOLD

MANAGING EDITOR

Murray State University
libraries and technology programs received a windfall at
Friday's Board of Regents
meeting. The Regents voted to
award the libraries $100,000 of
the $348,900 the University
received in a state surplus fund
distribution this year.
The money allocated to the
library will be used primarily
to update the libraries' book
collections, said Coy Harmon,
dean of libraries.
"The bulk of the money will
go toward the purchase of
books that we have been
unable to buy in the last few
years,..
Harmon
said.
"Certainly books will be the
primary focus."
Harmon said he hopes to use
some of the money to acquire
research materials other than
books. However, he said the
money cannot be used to purchase subscriptions to periodicals.
"We cannot enter into contractual agreements such as
subscriptions for new journals
because the money will not be
there next year," Harmon said.
"This is one time only. It will
not be repeated next year."
Harmon said department
chairmen could request part of
the money to be spent on back
issues of periodicals to supplement current holdings.
Instead of periodical subscriptions, H~on said part of
the money might be used to
provide CO-ROMs and tenni-

SEMESTER'S END

nals to library patrons or to
gain access to off-campus databases.
"We might use a small portion of the money to explore
some networking capabilities,
to use our system to access
external databases," Harmon
said. "We can increase the
availability of resources without owning them."
Harmon said he will use part
of the funds allocated to the
purchase of books to update
reference materials in the
library. The rest will be distributed among the six University
colleges, which will determine
what titles they need.
"All departments have suffered and we will go across the
board when we distribute the
money;" Harmon said.
Harmon said he anticipates the
money to be available for purchases by the start of the
spring semester.
To other programs, the Board
allocated:
• $60,000 to a match grant for
the interactive TV system.
• $60,000 for student computing facilities in residence halls.
• $85,000 for a touchtone registration system.
• $8,000 to facilitate payment
of tuition and fees by credit
card during touchtone registration.
• $7,900 for faculty in-service
training.
• $8,000 for replacement of
student terminals in the
Business Building.
• $20,000 in miscellaneous
capital outlays.

David Ross Stubblefield/Guest
Left, Eddie Riordan, freshman from Paris, Tenn., does an end of t he sem es·

ter evaluation of his English instructor. Above, Steve Jones, associate pro·
fessor of sociology, anthropolgy and social work, speaks to his IDC students,
Nild Murphy, sophomore from Hurray, Chris Blancha rd, junior from Fairfax,
Va., and Sean Sprouse, freshman from Roswell, Ga. about his upcom ing final
exam schedule.

Life of a freshman

Next semester, when most
freshmen return to campus
eager to begin th eir new semester, one face will not be among
them.
Carrie Marshall, freshman
from Paris, Tenn., will be
attending
Jackson
State
Communty College's medical
lab technician program. She is
one of only 15 students chose to
enter the program.
"Murray State's a great
school, but I got an opportunity
that most people who are freshmen do not," Marshall said.
STAFF RrPORT
The two-year program will
The Reading Room on the third floor of Wilson Hall now honors give Marshall hands-on experione of Murray State University's most admired alumnus, Ruby ence needed to begin a career
as a medical lab technician.
Cloys Krider, who died last year.
At J ackson State, Marshall
"Miss Ruby," as she was known, was a public speaking and
drama educator for more than 65 years. She was a member of the . will take classes that lead to a
year-long residency in a hospiMSU Alumni Association Executive Council from 1987 to 1990.
She was a member of the Tennessee Speech and Drama Hall of tal. General education classes
Fame, the National Forensic Ha11 of Fame and once was named are not a part of the program's
curriculum.
Person of the Year by the Paris Chamber of Commerce.
She has received most her
Krider was also a recipient of a Lifetime Achievement Award
her general education classes
from the Tennessee Theatre Association.

Reading Room honors alumna

131(3 APJ)Lt
CAff
~,···

handling animals and giving
physicals.
"Murray's the best school to
Travis Banks, freshman from go to," Banks said. "I've looked
Louisville, has received a taste around throughout the state,
of college life and has decided and Murray is the best for a
he likes it.
vet."
Banks, a pre-vet major, said
He also said that many vethe found the school to be qui- eririarians in Louisville have
eter than he believed.
recommended Murray State or
"The college experience, the are Murray State alumni.
stuff you see on TV, it's not
As for Murray night life,
much like that," he said.
Banks has tried to experience it
He does enjoy all of the new all. He will be rushing a fraterpeople he has met. Banks got nity in the spring and has
involved his first semester on enjoyed numerous parties on
campus by joining the Pr e-Vet campus. He has also attended
Club, the Animal Science Club several lectures concerning his
and Alpha Zeta, the agricultur- major and enjoys campus facilal honorary society.
ities such as the Curris Center.
"I like being in college,"
"I'm impressed by it," Banks
Banks said. "'t gives me new said. "Considering Murray is
responsibilities. No one's there such a small town, camp~s life
to look after me. If something is basically all there is to it."
has to be done, I have to make
He advised the returning
sure I do it."
freshmen to get involved with
He feels like he is getting his the school.
money's worth at Murray State
"Get out and do something,"
for the experience alone. Banks he said. "It's up t.o the students
said he is already getting to get involved and start some
involved in his major. He is things going."
BY MANDY WotF
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needed for Jackson State at
Murray State and will have
mostly clinical classes to take
next year.
She believes she will be able
to get more for her money at
Jackson State and will be able
to work in a hospital.
"Money is a big factor. I
might come back to Murray
State, but money-wise . . .
you're looking at $438 or
$2,000 to get the same thing,"
said Marshall.
Her only complaint about
Murray State is the $130 activity fee. She believes ther e are
many students who do not participate in the games a'Qd concerts funded by the activity fee
budget, and th at the fee is
unneccessary.
"Murray State has a lot of
good programs and degrees,
but I feel that this is the path
that I need to take. I hope that
if people are leaving, they're
doing it for reasons like I'm
doing it," Marshall said, "The
opportunity I have is just too
good to pass up."

Saturday, Dec. 10

.....

Puryear, Tenn

There's no place like Murray

Gone with the wind
BY MANDY WoLF
Rfl'oana
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IN OUR OPINION

Keep

Retention p lan
includes Ivy
League scheme
President Kern Alexander recently announced a
bold proposal to institute residential colleges on campus. Residential colleges are part of a six-point plan to
improve student retention at Murray State. The plan
was well received by Board members last Friday.
Residential colleges consist of somewhat
autonomous colleges that randomly arrange students
into groups that live, dine, study and play together.
The University, it seems, has finally asked why the
housing program has students flocking away from
campus. Many students live on campus only because
they are required to by classification, financial aid or
incentive grant regulations.
We appreciate the administration's recognition of
the student retention problem. There should be
greater faculty-student interaction and an increased
sense of community on this campus.
Students and faculty have had little or no input
toward the proposal, and it has already been placed
before the Board.
Perhaps Alexander should look beyond SGA president Brian Van Hom, who works in Alexander's
office, for student opinion.
Alexander should ask students what they want from
their University - and involve them in his plans for
their lives. We will have to live with and pay for his
decisions.
This disregard for due process is reminiscent of the
establishment of this administration.
Until students are involved, costs are outlined and
questions are answered, this plan will not pass
muster.

Library receives
overdue w indfall
The University libraries received $100,000 from the
Board of Regents last Friday. President Alexander
bas come through on his promise to make improvements to the Murray State library system.
We adamantly endorse this important precedent
that decisively supports the academic mission of the
University.
The Board has responded to the need of students
and faculty to have adequately funded libraries.
These monies will improve the library's ability to provide the services students need.
We hope the Board and Alexander will continue to
make strides to improve the educational resources
available on campus.

EIC bids MSU farewell
I never thought I would say this, but I'm going
to miss this place. The five plus years I've spent
walking up and down steps of Faculty Hall, the
countless hours l,'ve spent in the library - yeah
right, everyone knows I'm the
In
first person to take the elevator
(if
it's working) and the last
My
person to hang out in the
Opinion
library.
I panicked when I woke last
semester and realized I had
committed myself to a semester
as editor-in-chief of The Murray
State News. l wondered what
frame of mind I was in to accept
such responsibility. Now that I
look back, it really wasn't that
ALLISON
bad.
MILLIKAN
In fact, I'm sure this semesEditor in
Chief
ter will stand out most in my
.....__ _ _ ___, mind 10 years from now when I
reminisce about the good ole days - sleeping in
when the urge hits, skipping class and hanging
out in the President's Office out of curiosity of
what's happening on campus. Besides that- I'm
paid for it.
Out of the 18 weeks I have been the HBIC, I've
had the opportunity to cover numerous historical
events on this campus. So they're not all monu-

mental, but they were important campus events.
The AIDS Quilt will continue to have a lasting
effect on me. The advent of The Hemp Club will
also remain in my short-term memory.
I took the reigns at the time the University
was conducting interviews for a replacement for
former President Ronald J. Kurth. That was an
interesting time to be thrown into regional
media arena!
The weeks leading up to and following the
Regents' naming Kern Alexander Murray State
president were memorable.
Within weeks, he was welcomed to campus
with the news of the most destructive fire in the
history of the University- just one more project
he was charged with overseeing.
In a way, it seems that Alexander's leadership
has trolled faculty, staff and students out of
stagnant waters and helped raise morale more
than any administration in recent history.
He's worked hard to offer faculty and staff a
salary increase and get a usable synthetic surface on the Regional Special Events Center floor
that will make the building more than just a basketball arena.
I admit, some of his ideas have been quasi-Ivy
League, such as residential colleges and rowing
teams on Barkley Lake. But hey, he's trying!
Thanks, MSU, it's been real.

You learn from your
experiences in college
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Has anyone complained about your work? Has
anyone ridiculed you because of an attempt you
made that failed? Or has anyone given you the
third degret· because they didn't like the way you
did something? If anyone has, then remember
the cliche, ''If they're not talking about you, then
you must not be doing anything."
I have heard the complaints,
In
been ridiculed and given the
third degree concerning my
My
work and attempts at it. And
Opinion believe me, before I got this
active, I was not being talked
about. Now, I understand why
students in the 1990s do not
want to get involved in anything
but fun activi~ies.
During the preparation for
the &mecoming edition of The
Murray State News, we found
ANGEL
that in 1969 over 4,000 students
fAIRBANKS
protested and gathered in the
Staff
auditorium to speak their grievWriter
ances. That same year at least
':-;-----:-;--~
three other gatherings and protests were recorded in the newspaper as well.
The students in the 1990s do not have a problem voicing their opinions. Yet, they do not want
to get involved. When the Student Government
Association paid for an advertisement in

The News inviting nontraditional and commuter
students to attend an interest meeting in
October, no one attended it, except me and I was
there to cover the story.
I would truly like to know what those students, faculty and staff are doing that make
them such an authority on the issues they speak
out on. They don't like the new programs that
were implemented, they don't like the way someone voted or they don't like the way the story
was written. I would like to see them try and
please almost 9,000 students, faculty and staff
members.
I admit, I would like to gripe about certain situations from time to time also. However, I try and hope you will also - to remember that the
majority of us are students and we are here to
learn from our experiences. And in most cases,
the failed attempts were not intended to hurt or
annoy anyone. I would address a problem with
tl~e appropriate person - and hope you would diplomatically, instead of accusingly.
There are great students, faculty and staff on
this campus and it's because of what they are
doing that make the departments and colleges a
success. I praise them. And hope when they get
discouraged, they will remember that the only
reason they are talked about is because they are
doing something.

To the Editor:
I love Christmas. There are
beautifully decorated houses
and buildings. The majority of
people tend to be more generous and thoughtful of those
that are less fortunate. Many
members of families travel
hundreds of miles to reunite
with each other. Millions of
gifts are given away.
The holiday that seems to
bring out the best in people is
Christmas. Christmas is the
celebration of the birth of Jesus
Christ who is God. Some people
challenge the goodness of God
because of all the suffering and
pain in the world today.
I submit to you today that
the birth of God on the earth
proves his concern for us. He
chose to be born in a very common city in a common family.
In fact, he chose to be born in a
stable, which is about as lowly
as you can get.
God in his infinite wisdom
chose to show us that we can
relate to him, for he too lived a
human life. He loved us so
much that he gave his life by
dying on the cross so that we
might have eternal life.
As you are buying gifts for
the people you love during this
season, I hope you will not forget the giver of life. Jesus gave
the perfect gift to us, which
was himself, and the perfect
gift we can give to him is ourselves.
Ask Jesus Christ to be first
in your life today and you will
, have a very Merry Christmas,
and more importantly, a very
happy eternity.
Merry Christmas and God
bless you and yours.
Mark Randall,
Chaplain

Ode to
Murray State
It's been an experience never
to be forgotten. Rewarding.
Challenging. Crazy.
I am confiIn
dent that I'm
prepared for
My
"the
real
Opinion
world." I start
'f!
my new job
Dec. 19, the
Monday after
finals week.
It's a good
thing that I
start so quickly-I
won't
TEFFERTILLER
have enough
time to forget
Assistant
all
I've
Advertising Mgr. learned . But if
I had to write my last will and
testament today, this is how it
would go.
I, Greg Teffertiller, do hereby
bequeath my position at The
Murray State News as assistant advertising manager and
my office wall to Paula Jean
Harrelson. I also leave my
green foam Tennessee Soybean
Festival seat cushion/hand
warmer/frisbee
to
Kelly
Mcintire and a copy of my
generic cover letter written to
the New York Times to
Jennifer DeMarsh.
Thanks to Dr. Ann Landini
and Professor Gil Welsch for
your support and allowing me
to do my job to the best of my
ability. To all my coworkers at
The Murray State News and all
you advertising freaks, thanks
for the good tilnes and the
rewarding experiences.
I thank everyone at the
University Christian Student
Center for your friendship and
support. To my Mom, Dad and
fiance Sarah, thank you for
your never-ending love and
encouragement. Most of all, I
thank God for helping me
through it all.
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Students welcoming languages into learning
Enrollment Increase
Language
skills
enhance
resumes
BY j ANICE M. FULPS

SENIOR STAff Wama

More sections of Spanish courses were offered
this semester than ever before and two languages, Japanese and Chinese, have been permanently added to the course offerings, yet there
are students whose needs still could not be met,
said Milton Grimes, chairman of the department
of foreign languages.
Among the reasons Grimes cited for the
increase in enrollment in Spanish, German,
French, Japanese and Chinese courses were
degree and major requirements, interest in
internationalization of the campus, increased
high school experience in languages, efforts to
enhance resumes, a general interest in cultural
diversity nationwide and the media coverage of
treaties such as the North American Free Trade
Agreement and the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade.

.. This graphic shows the rise in enrollment in Spanish 101 -202 from Fall '90-'94. ·
>

.

·~

BY jANICE M. FULPS
SfNIOI STAFF WRITER
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Source: Foreign l anguage Department

"The bachelor of arts requirement itself has
not helped our enrollment because foreign language has always been a part of the BA requirement," Grimes said. "However, the College of
Humanistic Studies requiring the BA of most of
its majors, and other programs, such as music,
has had an impact on the language enrollments.
"Since 1986, only eight years ago- not a huge
amount of time in academic development - the
enrollments have more than doubled," he said.
"When we say doubled, we say it's gone from
something in the neighborhood of the high 300s
to the high 700s and SOOs - total enrollment."
"In my freshman orientation class in the
College of Humanistic Studies, only about half of
the students are taking foreign languages at the
present time, and I asked the other half why it
hadn't begun it because it's a requirement in
their area, and the answer was simply there just
wasn't enough room in the classes," Grimes said.
Grimes said the University is not in a financial
position to hire more facu1ty now.
"So, there is potential for even greater growth
out there which is being inhibited by lack of
staff," he said. '"The University is working on
that though."

Chad E.Holder/Graphics Editor

Dan Cecil, freshman engineering major from
Newburgh, Ind., is taking Spanish to satisfy that
nine-hour foreign language requirement of the
Honors Program and because he hopes to study
abroad during his college career.
In addition to offering foreign language courses, the department of foreign languages also
offers foreign cu1ture courses taught in English
which can be used to satisfy general education,
elective and business major requirements.
"I think the culture courses have played a significant role in internationalizing the curriculum
of the whole campus, and also, people are
exposed to the language," Grimes said. "Many
students who take the culture course end up taking the language course also."

High school experience
Because many high schools offering higher
degrees, such as the Commonwealth Diploma,
require their students to study a foreign language, more students are entering college with
foreign language experience.

Many of those students have experience in the
Spanish language because it is the principal language offered in most high schools.
According to research done by the Modern
Language Association, nearly half of the 1.2 million students enrolled in foreign language courses across the nation are studying Spanish.
"Many students say, 'I wouldn't mind to study
Japanese, German or French, but I have two
years of Spanish already and I just want to continue that,'" Grimes said. "That's perfectly
understandable and we're doing everything we
can to accommodate their needs."
Students are able to test out of introductory
language courses and gain college credit by
using knowledge from high school study.
If a student chooses to enter Intermediate
Spanish and passes the course with a C or better, he is able to gain credit for the two preceding
elementary level Spanish courses, Spanish 101
and 102. Applications for CLEP credit are available from the department of foreign languages
office in Suite 4A of Faculty Hall.

L'illess country, l'il n1ore cosn1o
Census shows 87 languages spoken in Commonwealth
STAFF REPORT

Census Bureau data reveals
that 86,482 Kentuckians are
fluent in a language other than
English. While the overwhelming majority of Kentuckians
speak English, 31,293 speak
Spanish, • 15,677
speak
German, and 13,543 speak
French. Most members of those
linguistic groups, however,

speak English with some
degree of fluency.
The few who do not speak
English are concentrated in
Louisville and Lexington,
where there are refugee services, and in the Fort Knox and
Fort Campbell areas. School
systems in Jefferson and
Fayette counties offer courses
in English as a second lan-

guage for both adults and children.
As might be expected, those
most likely not to speak
English are those whose languages are not closely related
to English. Persons w.ho speak
Malay, Vietnamese, Japanese,
and Samoan were listed among
those most likely not to speak
Janice M. rulps/Staff
English.
Foreign Language Club events, like the German
cultu re-focused O ktoberfest, bring togeth er
U .S. students and International students.

REPETE POR FAVOR

Janice M. Fulps/Staff
Elizabeth Be nnett, Foreign Language C lub offi cer, and Chris Goodlett, Fo reign Language
Hon ors Society president, are among 500,000 college stude nts studying Spanish nationwide.

Internationalizing the Curriculum
"You cannot internationalize a campus without giving greater attention
to foreign language study,"
Milt on Grimes, chair of the department of foreign languages

Empathy aids
• overcoming
•
1n
ethnocentrism
Stephanie Matthews, junior from Albany, Ga.,
started studying French in high school and is
now majoring in it. Recently she began studying
Spanish also.
"I think it's really important," Matthews said.
"Our worlds are becoming closer and closer
together, and we need a bridge. Knowing each
other's language, that's our bridge."
Despite the apparent need to become international, Dan Cecil, freshman from Newburgh, said
he thinks some students are afraid to study a foreign language.
"They {U.S.citizens) think everyone (other
world citizens) should adapt to them, instead of
them trying to change to understand others,"
Cecil said.
Melanie Adams, junior from Gibson, Tenn.,
said she considers foreign language skills even
more important after having r eturned from
spending a summer studying abroad in Austria
with the Kentucky Institute for International
Studies program.
Because Adams did not have any German language skills, but her Austrian counterparts could
speak English well , she said she felt really guilty
and ethnocentric.
"It's extremely important to know other languages," Adams said. "They could communicate
with me in my language, but 1 could not communicate with them in their language."

In a shrinkil)g global society, knowledge of
foreign cultures and languages is not only
helpful for intercultural communications,
but is necessary for international business
relations.
Murray State foreign language department pamphlets endorsing adding a foreign
language major emphasize the value of language skill when looking for a job.
CitiJm a May 1993 article in the WaUStreet Journal, the pamphlet states that
companies such as General Electric expect
"bilingual ~llege gt'llduates with experience
living abroad because 'global orientation is
clearly a plus.""
With importailt treaties such as the North
Amencan Free Trade Agreement, and more
:recently. the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Tr ade, employers are increasingly
aware of recruits with foreign language skill.
In response to NAFTA, a survey of936 corporate executives by international consulting finn, Peat Marwiclt, showed that. 40 percent of the executives planned to hire people
11ueat in.Spadish.
"

tocal tf~
Many people do not reailize the opportunities to draw upon foreign language knowl·
edge, but there is a need to be international
even in Kentucky, said Milton Grimes, chair
man of the department of foreign languages.
"When you get a rural little vill~e like
Georgetown and put down a Japanese company employjng thousands of people, you are
heightening their awareness of international
matters," he said.
Murray-based Fisher-Price has a company
in Brussels and markets all over Europe.
Other regional companies with international
roots include lngersol-Rand, a Germanowned company in Mayfield. Marion is a
center for Siemen,s, also a Gennan-owned
companyi

Practicality
Elizabeth Bennett, sophomore from
Cecilia, took four years of Spanish in high
school and said she has used it on many
occasions at her job as a librarian in
Eli~abethtown.

"We are close to Fort Knox, so our community is more culturally diverse than Murray,"
Bennett said.
Melanie Adams, junior advertising mruor
from Gibson, Tenn.• is learning Spanish to
fulfill requirements for the Honors Program,
but is also considering adding Spanish as a
minor to enhance her international marketing skills.
"In todays world - especially in advertising and marketing - in or der to do well, you
have to know people," Adams said. "You
have to do international business as welli
and you have to understand their culture to
do it well."

Job opportunities
Some of the fields Murray State graduates
with a major or minor in foreign language
are now employed in are education, banking,
journalism, state government and military.
Charles Hiter, junior from Fairdealing,
ml\iors in French and plans to use his language skills in conjunction with his military
career.
"I hope to use my French skills when I am
commissioned in the U.S. Anny," Hiter said.
"Even though we have no military units in
France, we do in other French-speaking
countries."
Junior
accounting
major
from
Elizabethtown, Amy McClure, said she
intends to use Spanish in her career as an
accountant although she is not sure yet how
she will combine the two fields.
"I will most likely move to a metropolitan
area to utilize my Spanish ability to the
fullest," McClure said.

..
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Jones learns ropes of staff regent

POilCEBEAT
November30
10:06 a.m. Drew Russell was taken into custody near Richmond

B Y MANDY WoLF

Hall. He had been banned from the resident hall.

REPORTER

6:38 p.m. A student reported being stalked. A description was given

Marie Jones took office as Murray State's
first Board of Regents staff representative
July 30. She recently marked her lOOth
day in office, and she said the expectations
of the position have now become more
clearly defmed.
"I understand fully that I do not help in
the everyday running of the Univerisity,"
Jones said. "I set policy and I understand
that."
Jones, an administrative clerk for
Publications and Printing Services, was
elected to a three-year term as staff regent
in June.
Jones said the staff had no way of being
heard before the staff regent position was
established.
As staff regent, Jones works through the
Staff Congress, a representative body of 30
Beverly Cook/staff
elected staff members from all areas of
Faculty rege nt Frank Julian and staff regent Harle Jones liste n to the new proposals
campus. She takes the majority view of the
give n at the last Board of Regents meedng.
Congress and presents it to the Board.
person and tell them anything and ask
"This regent works th rough the good about."
Congress," Jones said. "They tell me what
Jones said being a regent has enabled them to do this and that," Jones said.
her to be a part of other things she never "There are procedures that go with everyto do."
thing."
Most recently, Jones dealt with the pro- experienced before.
posal to increase staff members' pay by 1
"I've learned a lot about the University I
Still, Jones said, the biggest factor of her
didn't even know," she said.
position is trust.
percent.
"I just want the trust to stay there," she
"After (Dr. Alexander) went over the
However, Jones said not every effort on
plan with me, I got to say my two cents her part meets with success. She said said. "They voted me in, and I think it was
worth," Jones said. "Even though the plan many of the staff have expected things that based on the fact that I worked hard for
stayed in its original order, I still got to the Board and the staff regent could not do. the staff in the past. They can trust me to
"They thought that you could j ust go to a do what I say I'll do."
say. That in itself is one of t he things I feel

of the male and his vehicle. It is under Investigation.
December 1
7:31 p.m. Jason Vaughn fell in the north gym in Carr Health Building.

He received a small cut on his chin. A friend transported him to the
hospital.
10:13 p.m. There was a report of marijuana odor in Franklin Hall.
Oecember3
2:40 a.m. An MSU officer notified the Murray Police Department that

a truck was on fire behind Tabers Body Shop on Chestnut Street.
December4
10:05 a.m. There was a report of a cellular phone stolen from a vehi-

cle parked near Richmond Hall.
2:25 p.m. Tamara Wells reported her windshield was damaged while
parked near Hester Hall.
DecemberS
2:47 p.m. There was an accident at 15th and Main Streets. Public

Safety assisted the Murray Police Department with traffic control.
December&
12:01 a.m. There was a report of gun shots outside Franklin Hall.

Nothing was found.
12:12 p.m. Keith Heim slipped on the floor In Pogue Library and

broke his arm.
7:24 p.m. Greg Anderson passed out at the Martha Layne Collins

Industry and Technology Building.

,

Racer Patrol Escorts - 18
Motorist Assists - 10
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the
Mu"ay State News staff from materials available to the public at the
Public Safety office.

Lack of African-American teachers gets Frankfort's attention
of the College of Education.
"We get $16,000 each year,
which will fund about five stuBecause of a lack of dents. We recruited five new
African- American teachers in students who would not have
Kentucky, Murray State offers been here otherwise."
a minority teacher scholarship
Price said the College of
to encourage African-American Education tries to find good
students to major in education. quality students who want to
Carmen Garland, director of become teachers.
the Minority Scholarship
"We try to recruit one stuOffice, said this is the only dent at a time," Price said.
award given by the school and
Garland said because there is
Frankfort combined.
a shortage, the scholarship was
"We were successful with it," set up as an incentive to recruit
said Bill Price, assistant dean African-American teaching
BY ANGELA SCHADE

ASSISTANT MANACING EDITOR

majors. In the past when there
were shortages in certain
careers, Kentucky has made
incentives available to students, she said.
Margaret
Hockensmith,
administrative assistant to the
director of the division of
minority educator recruitment
and retention, said there is not
an equal ratio of minority students and minority teachers.
As of 1993 in 176 school districts,
minority
students
totaled 65,866 out of640,47~ or
10.3 percent. Out of 45,751

teacher s, the number of assertive attempt to recruit
African-Americans are 1,736 and
retain
Kentucky
or 3.8 percent, she said.
African-American
teaching
"Our goal is to have a per- majors," Garland said. "Murray
centage of staff that reflects the State with their guidance is
student
population," attempting to do this also."
Ernestine Winfield, coordinaHockensmith said. "The legislative department of education tor of minority teacher educarecognized the need for stu- tion program at Morehead, said
dents to be exposed to all cul- they receive $35,000 annually
tures through the education to recruit and retain teachers.
system."
Morehead sponsors a SUIDlner
Morehead State University is program which brings inner
also working to recruit minori- city middle and high school stuty students.
dents to campus for tours,
"Morehead has made an classes and other activities.

Congratulations

•

Stephanie
Sayfes

•
comer ot fourttt and maple - oourt equar e

Exam Week Special

on being elected

painting mater ials
draw ing materials
m at board
canvas - p aper
brushes
palettes - portfolios

//Items

LTr

exhi b i ting local artlata
MSU· 1~1w<l0Unl oo euppt...
epeclal ordere available

•

Winfield said they want to
show the students what
Morehead has to offer and convince them to come there.
"Morehead State has committed themselves to try to get
minorities to the campus,"
Winfield said.
"All the state schools in
Kentucky are participating in
this program," Garland said.
Any African-American student
inter ested in
t11e
Minority Teacher Schoijuship
shopuld contact Garland immediately at 762-3165.

'

753-7201

White Rose
Were proud of you!
l ove, your sisters in <l>.l:L

MURRAY STATE
DORM RESIDENTS

WANTED
Tum in your ch annel selector BEFORE leaving
campus and RECEIVE your $15 deposit back!!
WE WILL BE COLLECTING EQUIPMENT IN
HART HALL COFFEEHOUSE, DEC. 14- 16

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

CAJ3LE ,

Vl.Sl:N

It is MANDATORY that all
students return this equipment
on these dates!!
753-5005

onday - Friday Dec. 12 - 16
4- 7 p.m. only
Store Hours:

Monday - Friday
Saturday & Sunday

11:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Good Luck with finals & Merry Christmas
The LJS Crew

lnngJohn Silver's
CQrris Center First Floor

ITbr .Murray Stak News
J)cocemher 9,
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Quality resumes can lead to job interviews
A fairly new concept in
should highlight career-related
resumes is the inclusion of a
skills," she said.
An important accompani- response form and selfFinals have yet to begin, but ment to any resume is a cover addressed, stamped envelope.
it is already time for seniors letter.
This improves. the chances
who plan to graduate in May to
The letter
that the applicant will receive a
send out resumes.
should be brief
response from the employer by
A resume is a one- or two- and formal. It
making the response process
page overview of the job appli- should introeasier and quicker for the
cant's life and achievements. It duce
the
employer.
should list education, skills, resume
and
special training, work experi- describe what
An additional use of the
ence, honors and activities, and position
or
response form is to provide a
references.
space for the employer to refer
type of posiIt is also important for the tion the applithe student to other job openresume to be neat and orga- cant is interings in his area if that company
does not have any available.
nized. The format should be ested in.
simple, and the language easy
"A cove~ letter is basically. a~ . Ragsdale said many employto follow.
opport~ty for you to ~xht.btt era, if impressed with the appli"A resume wilrnot get you a yo~u wntten. co~mumcabon cant's credentials and effort,
job, but it will keep you from ~~Us and to highlight the qual- would not mind taking a
getting a job," said Lisa ttles that make you stand out minute to list a few contacts
Ragsdale, assistant director of ov~r other students," Ragsdale that could lead to additional ·ob
Career Services.
satd. "!he purpose of a cover offers.
J
"It needs to be professional letter 1s to get your resume
"The response form is basicallooking and attractive and read."
B Y JONATHAN OLIVER

STAff WRITER

ly a way of trying to tap into
their (employers) knowledge
base," Ragsdale said. "Whether
to use one or not depends on
the situation."
In almost all cases, the submission of a resume should be
followed by a phone call to the
employer to ensure that it was
received.

The call also gives the student an idea of how quickly the
company will be hiring someone and could give the applicant an edge over other applicants.
The call should be placed to
the person to whom the resume
was sent.
"A phone call allows you to
exhibit your oral communication skills," Ragsdale said. "'tis
one of the things people don't
do, but should do."

Helpful hints for resume writers
Do:

Don't:

• Use professional style and
neat appearance.
• Use simple language and
keep it easy to read.
• Use good type set on a laser
printer.
• Use quality paper and
envelopes.
• Use past tense to explain
positions.
• Use specific numbers and
percentages.
• Use lndents or bullets to set
off descriptors.
• Use a chronically backwards
oroer to list education and work
experience.
• Use experts in your field to
proofread your resume.

• Use long, wordy descrip-tions.
• Use more than two pages.
• Use anything that will catch
the employer's attention negatively.
• Use fancy type styles that
are hard to read.
• Use exaggerations or claim
untrue skills.
• Use paper any color other
than white, cream or businesslike pastels.
• Use less than two knowledgeable proofreaders.
• Use grade point averages
less than 3.0.
• Use spell checker to catch
all errors.

Source; career Services

One of the Advantages to living
on campus is the
Resident Advisor Staff

c----.,..---.;;...;.
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f rom a ll of ue; he re at
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Pictured above are those Resident Advisors
selected as RA of the month this semester

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT & EMBROIDERY

Row 1 Amanda Haynes, Usa Midyett, Heather Bennet Row 2 Mark Trout, Jeff Alford
Missing are Christy Quire and Adam Woodring
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N~ to Murray Diecount Golf • Acroee from Sparke Hall
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'TIS THE SEASON

Retention plan seeks to bridge
gap between students, faculty
BY KELLY I. HICKS
C OLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Jud Cook/ Photo Editor
Lori England, a junior from Pa ducah, helps Brittany Burton,
left. and Emily Boyd open the ir gift from the Sigma Sigma
Sigm a sorority and the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, who
hosted a christmas party for childre n in the Head Start program.

NPHC readies for

fresh new semester
Bv MICHAEL D.

JoHNSON

STAFF WRITER

The National Panhellinic
Counsil is looking forward to
bigger and better things for
next semester after getting ofT
to a good start this semester.
The NPHC, which was chartered on the Murray State campus this semester, is the governing body of Historically
Black Greek Organizations.
Forming a council on campus
was a major task and was an
acljustment for the Black Greek
organizations.
The
first
requirement was to be able to
come together and get things to
work out.
"One thing that I have been
very pleased with is the way
the fraternities and sororities
have been able to work together," said Renee Rowland, adviser to the NPHC.
After finishing its firs t
semester on campus, Rowland
said the NPHC has done well,
but does see room for improvement.
''For next semester, I want to
see us have a better understanding of the NPHC, and its
purpose as well as to establish
the by-laws to our constitution
that was finished this semester," Rowland said.
With the NPHC governing

Black Greek organizations, the
council plans to reevaluate how
things have gone this semester.
"We need to discuss things
that the NPHC expects from
each fraternity and sorority as
far as having a certain grade
point average to be in the
NPHC so that we can stress
academics," Rowland said.
"Even though the NPHC is
here, we want each individual
fraternity and sorority to maintain their organization's image
and works and at the same
time be able to work together in
service projects in the community as a part of the NPHC,"
Rowland said.
Some of the tentative plans
for next semester for the NPHC
are not all geared toward
Greeks.
"We want to have a banquet
or a ball toward the end of next
semester, where we will honor
students who are Greek and
non-Greek, because we don't
have anything in place right
now for that because we have
some African-American students out there who are doing
some great things," Rowland
said.
Rowland said she likes the
idea of having this banquet and
believes that both Greeks and
non-Greeks would benefit from
it.

The
Academic
Affair s
Committee of the Board of
Regents met Dec. 2 to discuss a
new retention plan outlined by
President Kern Alexander.
The retention plan is a sixinitiative program that focuses
primarily on bringing faculty
and students closer together .
The first element of the plan
deals with being more aggressive in recruiting high school
students.
Programs and activities will
be implemented to help students make a smooth tr ansition
from high school and identify
with college life.
There will a lso be an effort
to enhance Summer 0 ' advisement.
"We don't (currently) assess
whether or not they are adjusting to the tran sition ," said
President Kern Alexander .
"I don't know that there is a
topic more current than retention," Alexan der said. '1t has
been a concern for some time,
and we have to work on keeping the students on this campus."
There will also be provisions
to establish an a dvising center
for pre-baccala ureate (associates degree) students a nd
establish in-house training and
evaluation programs for faculty.
Special at tention will be
paid to incoming freshmen by
trying to attach them to thecampus with enhancement of
tutoring services and assigning
upper class students as mentors.
There will also oe increased
student workers, improved programs for African-Amer ican,
International and nontraditional students and a move
towar d a seven-day-a-week

Beverly Cook/Staff
President Kern Alexande r and Regent.Sid Easley discuss Issue s pre sented before Board of Rege nts
last Friday. Among the things discussed was the six-part plan for keeping students o n campus.

campus by keeping buildings
open on the weekends.
"Work, money and academics will keep students here,"
Alexander said.
Perhaps the most controversial element of the retention
plan is the concept of residential colleges.
The aim of residential college is to bridge the gap
between students and faculty
and to help students associate
with a group.
"It is a way_ for students to
attach them.sel ves to the
University,"
said
Don
Robertson, associate vice president of Student Affairs.
Under the proposed plan,
students would be randomly

assigned to one of the proposed
10 residential colleges.
That particular college
would be located in a designated residence hall.
Once entering the college,
students would have the option
of participating in various academic activities and athletic
events.
"Every student will be associated with a residential college," Robertson said. "You will
not be forced to participate. It's
up to you how active you want
to be in your college."
Faculty from each of the six
existing academic colleges will
also be assigned to a residential
college and will be expected to
meet with the students from

that college and participate in
activities.
"It is going to take a lot of
work to bring this thing out,"
Alexander said. "I believe we
could and would make major
strides in retention if we could
make this kind of reconstruction."
Members of the Academic
Affairs
Committee
were
impressed with the proposal.
"This is one of the most
exciting concepts I've seen in
this country in a long tiqte,"
said Regent Philip M Lanier
from Louisville.
"I'd be excited about coming
here if I were a freshman
again," said Regent Beverly
Ford from Benton.

Gifts available for hard-to-buy-for people
Bv

KELLEY AUSTIN

REPoRTER

What to buy, wher e to buy it,
and who wan ts wha t - these
a re thoughts that many holiday
shoppers juggle while figh ting
crowds at the shopping mall.
Finding the perfect gift for
that special someone often
involves serious thought.
"Most men like anything with
the Kentucky Wildcats logo on
it ," said Margaret Wells, an

employee in the men's clothing
department at Elder Beerman
in Kentucky Oaks Mall.'
"Anything from sweatshirts
to jackets," Wells
said.
"Another huge seller this year
for that hard-to-buy-for-man is
a simple plaid flannel shirt."
If buying clothes for the men
in your life is' out of the question, consider appliances or
tools.
Kids are easy to buy for at
Christmas time and this year is

no different.
Last year it was Barney, this
year it is unquestionably the
Mighty
Morphin
Power
Rangers.
Parents who often rely on
movies when they need some
quiet time will find children's
titles for sale.
Popular holiday gifts for
women range from a bottle of
perfume costing $55 to fine jewelry for $600 or more.
Women seem to have a much

wider variety to choose from
when it comes to holiday gifts.
Holiday, department stores
offer spedal gift sets of perfumes and colognes.
The sets often include a bottle of perfume, body lotion and
the matching talc.
The gift sets for men offer
things such as after-shave and
hand lotion.
'
These
gift
sets
are
prewrapped and nre usually
sure winners.

Sorority makes children's holiday
brighter through annual event
Bv REv CRAIG

AfriCan-Americans
celebrate heritage
STAFf RFPOIIT

famous black people, and
remember the Seven Principles
in story and song.
On each of the seven days of
Kwanzaa, a family member
lights a candle then discusses
one of the principles.

It begins on Dec. 26, but it
isn't a "black Christmas," as
many people believe. In fact it
isn't. a religious holiday at all .
Instead, Kwanzaa is a social
and spiritual celebration of
The seven principles a r e
African heritage and culture.
Umoja,
meaning
unity;
Because they were stripped
Kujichagulia,
meaning
selfof most of their African herdetrmination;
Ujima,
meaning
itage during slavery, black
Americans were forced to take responsibility; Ujamma, meanon as their own the European ing cooperative economics; Nia,
meaning purpose; Kuumba
culture of whites.
Kwanzaa - a Swahili word meaning creativity; and Imani,
meaning "first fruits"- provides meaning faith.
a n oportunity for black
Karamu, the Kwanzaa feast,
Americans to recapture some of is typically held Dec. 31, but
their history and reaffirm their you can also serve a special
meal, perhaps commemorating
pride as a people.
Celebrants traditionally don a different tribe or African
African dress, share stories of country, each night.

AssiSTANT COLLEGE LI FE EDITOR

Alpha Sigma Alpha went
shopping for toys. No, it was
not for themselves. Rather , the
Alpha Sigs went shopping for
toys in observance of their
annual Toys for Tots Christmas
party.
Alph a Sigma Alpha uses
money raised from their annual
Teeter for Tots event to purchase toys for underprivileged
children. The toys are given to
the children at the sorority's
Toys for Tots Christmas party.
Monica Johnson, Alpha
Sigma Alpha ph ilanthropy
chair and junior from Berea,
said the sorority raised approximately $2,100 dollar s for this
year's Toys for Tots.
The Toys for Tots Christmas
party was held from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. Monday at the Baptist
Student Union. About 70
underprivileged children were
invited to the party.
"We contacted the Murray

Andrea Shemweii/Guest
Monica Johnson helps Santa make a little girl's Christmas a lit tle b righter this year at the Annual
Alpha Sigma Alpha Toys for To ts e ve nt.

Calloway County Headstart
program and they gave us a list
of names of underprivileged
children in the area," Johnson
said. "Th~ list contained each
child's name, age and gender.
"We bought toys for the kids
using this list," she said.

The party was special for the
children and the sorority.
"For most of the kids this is
the only Christmas they will
get," s aid Maria Tsataros,
sophomore from Louisville.
"l enjoy buying the toys for
the kids since it makes their

Christmas a little brighter," ·
said Heather Key, junior frop1
Murray.
"It gives us a good feeling
knowing that we are giving
these children a Christmas
they might not otherwise have
had." Johnson said.
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Fall movies offer viewers thrills, disappointments
Not that my opinion matters
to anyone for squat, but as a
favor to my fellow poor college
students who hate to waste
their money on a lame movie,
here's what I honestly think
about the following movies out
this holiday
season.
MOVIE

In terview 1-R_E_V_I_E_w_~
with
a )ANICE M.
Vampire
f ULPS

I had heard ..__ _ _ __,
so much about this movie
before it came out and had seen
so many advertisements, I was
dying to see it by opening
night.
From friends who had read
some of Ann Rice's books, I was
familiar with one of the principal characters in the movie, Le
Stat. Then came the controversy over Tom Cruise (The Firm,
A Few Good Men, Risky
Business), who usually plays a
studly know-it-all-type character, being cast for the role ofLe
Stat. All the hype surrounding
Rice's displeasure with the
unusual casting got my attention, but I11 admit I was sold
on the movie when I found out
Brad Pitt (Kalifornia, The
River Runs Through It, Thelma
& Louise), was going to be in it.
I was very impressed with
this movie·. I enjoyed it even
more than Bram Stoker's
Dracula with Gary Oldman,
Winona Ryder and Keanu
Reeves.

Besides being fllled with
beautiful men like Christian
Slater (Gleaming the Cube,
Pump
Up
the
Volume,
Heathers)
and
Antonio
Bandera s (Philadelphia), t he
costumes of th e movie were
wonderful, the cinematography
was impressive and the storyline was intriguing.
The movie was more about
the universal need for companionship th an it was about
blood-sucking a nti stakes
through the heart. I might also
add I saw nothing that implied
homosexuality in the film. Yes,
Tom Cruise's character bit
Br ad Pitt's character on the
neck, bu t h ow else does a vampire become a vampire?
This movie will not necessarily put you in a festive spirit,
but it will be worth the time
and money.

Junior
I was suckered into going to
see this movie, and ended up
having a decent time, but if you
are as big of a pinch -pocket as I
am, you will wait for video for
this one.
Arnold
Scbwarzenegger
(Terminator) is mildly amusing
in this role as a pregnant man
carrying "Junior" in the name
of science. He does seem to try
to be sensitive to the anxieties
women experience during pregnancy.
Emma Thompson, fellow scientist
who
inadvertently
donates
"Junior"
to
Schwarzenegger, returns to her
comedic roots and plays a bumbling idiot quite well, proving
&he can act in any role.

Patrick Camboulive/Guest

The Professional

Jean Reno stars as a hitman and Natalie Portman is his young protege in The Professional.

This
movie,
the first
American film by French director Luc Bresson, h as so far been
extremely underrated by the
U.S. m asses, but is a must-see
for the open-minded.
Crooked Drug Enforcement
Administration agent Gary
Oldman (Dracula) brutally
murders the entire dysfunctional family of first-time child
actress Natalie Portman. With
no one else to turn to and her
own life still in danger,
Portman turns to her introverted hermit neighbor J ean Reno

Femme Nikita), who is a
hired assassin, or cleaner .
Wanting to get revenge for the
only family member she loved,
her little br other, Portman convinces Reno to teach her how to
clean.

(La

Before going to this movie,
one should realize it is not in
the style of your typical U.S.
film. It hits you in the face with
its unrelenting violence. It
challenges you with its storyline and the nuances of its

ch aracters. On the surface,
because it is about a friendship
between an older man and a
child, and because he is teaching her to kill, it would seem
disturbing to a mainstream
audience. However, it is actually a very touching and heartwarming story of a child-like,
friendless man who learns to
love and nurture and a matur~
ing young lady who allows herself to trust someone.
Oldman is so convincingly

evil and psychotic in this movie
it makes your skin crawL He
outacts Anthony Hopkins in
Silence
of the
Lambs.
Frenchman Reno, who played
the cleaner in La Femme Nikita
and is quite a popular movie
star in France, also, proves to
be a well-versed actor who can
kill without hesitation in one
scene, and love without question in the next.
This movie is entertainment
of the highest quality.

However, I could not overcome the silliness of the storyline and there did not seem to
be any chemistry among any of
the characters. The movie
seems to have a limited target
audience as well -young married couples who have bad a
few children or are expecting.
Although the movie is preposterous and filled with crazy
antics, it is not a movie for the
youngsters.
It contains adult mater ial
which is not spoken of in an
obscene way, but it would bore
the kiddies silly.
Believe me. I took my niece to
see it and she huffed and puffed
with boredom all the way
through it.
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Murray State University students gain valuable
experiences while renovating Main Street Center
Hudspeth. Also present were
25 youth members of the cenASSISTANT COUICE llfl EDtTOI
ter.
The grand reopening was the
Tuesday was a very special
culmination of several days of
day for some Murray State
hard work by volunteers and
University students. Following
the YAA 485 class.
several days of hard work, stuWeis said the idea to help
dents from the Seminar on
the center was the
renovate
Leadership Development class,
entire
class's
idea.
YAA 485, gathered together at
7 p.m. for the grand reopening
•A student from the class disof the Main Street Youth cussed renovating the center
Center on Fourth Street.
with the director of the center,
David
Hudspeth," Weis said.
Present at the grand reopen·
"The
student
brought the idea
ing were Mayor Bill Cherry and
before
the
other
class members
his wife Jean; Roger Weis,
who
then
voted
on
it."
director
of
American
Weis said the students
Humanics; Judy Brookhiser,
chair of the department of recruited area businesses to
health, physical education and supply equipment, money or
recreation; Vernon Gantt, chair expertise for the project. Using
of the American Humanics this method, the students were
advisory committee; and Main able to raise over $600 dollars
Street Center director David for the project, he said.
BY REY CRAIG

Seniors

Education is always an advantage, and the
more education the greater the advantage.

Using the funds raised from
the area businesses to purchase
supplies, the students and volunteers repainted the floors
and walls of the center and purchased some new furniture for
the center, such as stools for
the snack bar and carts for the
TVa.

"It made me feel good, knowing that I was making the center a better place for the kids
who use it," Suddith said.
Students from the class
"There were about 30 stuin various capacities on
worked
dents as well as other volunthe
project.
teers who worked about 300
hours planning the renovation
"Besides supplying physical
and doing the actual renovation labor, I was also on the public
process," Weis said.
relations committee," Suddith
said.
"We sent out flyers and
Weis said the students
press
releases and generally
received several benefits as a
just
worked
to rnise awareness
result of working on the project.
for the project."
"They were able to practice
Tracy Fister, senior from
their communication, organizaOwensboro,
said she helped
tional and leadership skills
with
planning
the project.
while working on the project,"
"Robbin Blades and I were coWeis said. "At the same time,
they got the chance to feel good chairs for the project," Fister

said. "We oversaw the initial
planning stages while Mark
Lichtefeld oversaw the operational aspects of the renovation."
During the renovation the
students encountered some
minor problems.
Suddith said getting eveyone
together to finish the project
was a challenge in itself.
"We did the project in three
days and a night," he said.
Fister said there were some
shortcomings in the initial
planning stages that were later
St!ccessfully resolved.
Despite
the
problems,
Suddith and Fister said they
enjoyed the experience of renovating the center.
"I really enjoyed seeing the
actual changes taking place

during the renovation process,"
Suddith said.
~e the need to renovate
the center was the main goal of
the project, Weis said there was
another reason for the project.

"The idea behind the project
wns not only to renovate the
center, but also to , hopefully.
get more people involved in the
said.
center,"
Weis
"Traditionally, the center has
focused mainly on recreational
and character development
activities, but it is now looking
to expand its program services
in educational, career development and college preparatory
programs."
Anyone interested in volun·
leering for the center may contact David Hudspeth at 7538336 or Roger Wcis at 7623808.
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about helping others."
Bryan Suddith, senior from
Lebanon, Ohio, agreed with
Weis.
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Racers rebound with 86-70 win NCAA
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needs

BY SCOTT NANNEY
SPoRTS EDITOR

One luxury that all good bas~
ketball teams have is a go-to
player to carry the team
through tough times.
For the Murray State squad,
junior guard Marcus Brown is
that player.
Coming off their first loss of
the season, an 81-73 defeat to
North Carolina-Wilmington in
the East Coast Classic, and
playing without starting forward Greg Anderson, the
Racers (3-1) were in need of a
boost.
A boost is exactly what the
Ben Dueker/Guest
team got from Brown, who
scored a game-high 35 points in
33 minutes to lift the Racers to
·X
,. . .
an 86-70 victory over Alcorn
:· ;;:. ' ·.~:: ·~. .:. ·..:. ·:· ;:;;
:·::::, :; :
:.:
:· .; .i' : t·
,.
State Monday night at Racer
' Ded.JO.,. atArkaiisas· .•·. · :· · Feb.1 , atSoutheasfMissouti ·
Arena.
D~c. 11S:'17U$~ Air'Ctas~icJ~ : ·:; · feb.4 •. at ~ast~rn K(mtuc~y :.
"I just try to do whatever it
Dayton;oH.
f v$. Youngsto;Nn .~t.) · Feb. 6· at Morehead Stat~~ .. ···•
takes to win," Brown said. "I
bac.;2,2}
P1k~vUIEt.· Cdlfe;ge . Feb. :11 ...,.Tenri:es.see tecti \
had 35, but I had to step it up.
·o~o. 'zs::' ·Mnlag·an. coU~ge .: . ~eb. '13. ':MI'ddle Y f·n~·es$ee
I saw the lead dwindle down
~:Jaq.;2
~-Alcorn .State :, . ., ; Feb. 1s s outheasftt Missouri .
and had to take over."
Af:!Q{:?.
;,·
~c)iehead ·.· St.a t! : . Feb( 25 :at Austin.Peay' ..,Even in the first half, the
.Jao.o·9 '·• . eastern?' Kentucky ·Feb. 2.7 · UT• .Martin ..
Racers were showing the
<•'J.an.~' t~~ atM,iddle' nh10,9$~ee •· · ·." · : ' ;' ::;
i: .
effects of playing their fifth
Jart'16. ·. avTennessee T$ch~ · ;"Mar.2-4" OVCSournamentln "
game in eight days.
·: Jan. ~t .?~(tJT· .~a~in .·· v ,.: · ·' ·,.. , · ··~ ~a$hvill~, ;r~·"'•<' :; /f
Facing a man-to-man halfJan~ ~3 J~t Teni'H~sse$ StaJe· ·· Man1o x- NCAA Tournament ..
court defense for the first time
·oan. ·2s ,,, AusHn. J:)e~·v f; -;..• . .., , ,
.•·' , .· · ' " · ·
this season, the Racers often3!)i
.
.
T:~""'~?e~··•
State
.
;
.
·
(~otd
·denotes
rHcime Game)
struggled by shooting just 46
:· Sobfee;~$.Y.~~(:p$~nt:'' <~,:
~:·
;~' ~
.<
percent from the field and fourJud Cook/Photo Editor
of-15 from three-point range.
Sophomore forward Vincent Rainey (left) eye s an Alco m State defender Monday night"at Race r Are n a. Junior guard Marcus Brown
"I don't think we're forcing (top right) attempts a free throw. The Race rs will see a ction at home four times befo re the start o f the spring semester. Six home
three-pointers, we're just tak- games are scheduled after classe s re sume.
ing them too early," said Racer
head coach Scott Edgar.
"I was going to watch him end the rally.
UNC-Wilmington game.
Fayettevilla, Ark., to play the
"I credit Alcorn because they (Brown) ·shoot, but he passed it
''It took us a little time to get
WWe had a more guard-orient- defending national champion
came out and played man-to· on to me and I just let it fly," back in sync," Rainey said. ed team in there tonight," Razorbacks.
man on us," he said. "We had Rainey said.
"Once we got our scoring and Edgar said. "As time goes on
Rainey said the Racers will
not seen a good man·to-man
"At first, I was thinking defense going, it was all over you'll see (Fred) Walker and be better prepared to face
half-court defense. When they about shooting it, but I saw him for them."
Anderson as the two biggest Arkansas this year.
started a man defense, they open and had to let him shoot
Edgar said the alleyoop play players out there."
"Last year we we didn't look
were up at us and we didn't it," Brown said.
to Brown was a big play for the
Even though the Racers at them as humans," he said.
respond as well as we should
struggled at times, Edgar was WWe just looked at the
That shot started a rally as Racers.
have."
Brown single-handedly took
"Plays lik:e tnat give you pleased with his team's perfor- Arkansas on tneir jerseys."
~
In a sloppily played first half, over a tight game and blew it adrenaline and you step up mance.
"I think this team will
the Racers turned the ball over wide open with 13 points in a your defense after that," he
"To shoot the way we did and approach the game better than
12 times and escaped with only 19-2 run to start the second said.
play without Greg Anderson, last year's team did," Edgar
a 39-35 halftime lead on the half.
The Racers were forced to go we ought to be happy," he said. said.
.
strength of a buzzer-beating
Rainey, who scored 18 points with a smaller lineup against
On Saturday, the Racers will
Picked No.1 in the preseason
27-foot shot from sophomore in the game, returned the favor Alcorn State because of an face their toughest challenge poll, the 3-1 Razorbacks fell to
forward Vincent Rainey.
to Brown with an alleyoop to ankle injury to Anderson in the this season as they travel to UMass in their first game.
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Fatigue, injuries plague 0-4 Lady Racers
Murray State scores only 15 second-half points in 74-46 defea t at Southern Illinois
tive returns to action. Gray will be mances have been Melissa Collins and
ready to play in Saturday's road game Misty Pierceall.
vs. Saint Louis after recovering from the
Collins, a 6'3" junior center, is second
With the return of two key players flu, while Paige is trying to perform in the Ohio Valley Conference with 9.4
from injury and illness, along with the with a strained back.
rebounds per game despite being the
addition of several new athletes to the
"When we get some players back this team's lone player on the current roster
mix, the Murray State women's basket- week, that'll help us tremendously," over six feet tall. Still, Collins is anxious
ball team is slowly recuperating from its Fields said. "We've been hit h ard with to receive help along the front line from
0-4 start.
fatigue, especially in the second half of a healthy Paige as well as from sophoThe second half has proven costly for games."
more power forward Stephanie Minor,
Junior guard Chastity Fields has who will be eligible Dec. 17 when the
the Lady Racers in their last three contests, all of which were played on the stepped up her level of play in being Lady Racers meet Western Kentucky in
road. In the team's most recent show- selected as Murray State's first OVC Bowling Green.
ing, the squad could only muster 15 sec- Newcomer of the Week as well as being
"I believe they'll help us out a great
ond-half points after closing within one named to the Pizza Inn Classic All- deal," Collins said. "Stephanie (Minor)
at halftime as host Southern Illinois Tournament Team. In her last outing is a great post player, and everybody is
against Southern Illinois, Fields scored working hard in practice. We have a lot
cruised to a 74-46 victory.
The Lady Racers also placed fourth at a season-high 21 points and ripped of youth, so we need to learn what we
the Pizza Inn Classic in Jonesboro, Ark., down 11 rebounds, increasing her aver- need to do to win and pull together in
losing Friday's opening round game 75- ages to 16.3 points and 8.3 rebounds per time for the conference tournament."
67 to Mississippi Valley State, followed game.
Meanwhile, Pierceall, a 5'7" reserve
by a 61-53 defeat at the hands of Coppin
point guard, has taken second place in
State Saturday night. The Lady Racers Go-to player
the OVC statistical rankings with a .467
led Coppin State 30-23 at halftime.
Fields has been the go-to player in the shooting percentage from three-point
Head coach Eddie Fields has been absence of Gray, seeing an average of 39 range. The freshman from Mayfield has
scrapping to gather a lineup, giving minutes of action in the Pizza Inn averaged 9.3 points in her last three
heavy playing time to his seven-player Classic. The 5'7" junior college transfer games, including 12 points on two of
rotation. Against the Lady Salukis, four from Dyersburg Community College four shooting from behind the arc
Lady Racers played over 30 minutes.
and native of Trenton, Tenn., tallied a against Mississippi Valley State and
Still, Fields is optimistic, as junior for- team-high 16 points and 10 rebounds nine points on three of five three-point
ward Stephanie Gray, the team's lone while playing the entire game against accuracy despite receiving a scratched
eye against Coppin State.
returning starter, and freshman center Coppin State.
Also coming through with big perforTwinata Paige are nearing their respecPierceal1 is becoming more confident
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

in her role in backing up starter Ashley
Rodgers, and has been contributing as a
key part of the rotation without missing
a beat.
"I feel I can do some scoring when it's
needed," Pierceall said. "When Ashley
(Rodgers) needs a break, I can fill in so
the team doesn't lose anything."
. Fields has made inroads with incorporating new players into his up-tempo
system. In addition to l.he recent acquisitions of forwards Teresa Powell and
Renee Hornbuckle to this year's roster,
the second-year skipper has also signed
5'7" point guard Farrah Beach of
Calloway County High to a national letter of intent for next season. Beach
averaged 10.1 points per game and led
her team with 61 steals and 128 assists
last season, and Fields is impressed
with her aggressive style of play.
Fields is also keeping his focus on this
year, as he remains positive in his
squad's ability and potential to accomplish great things in the near future.
The only ingredients currently missing
from the team are experience and team
continuity.
"Right now, we're awfully young, but
we're trying to get ready for conference
play," Fields said. uwe want to get better and prepare ourselves for the OVC
Tournament."

Gossett earns ·conference, GTE academic honors
STAFF REP01lT

Mike Gossett has been named to the
District IV GTE-College Sports
Information Directors of America
Academic All-American Football team
for the second consecutive year.
Gossett, senior from Shepherdsville,
was also a second-team All-Oh io
Valley Conference pick this season and

won the OVC's Medal of Honor award
for the highest grade point average in
his sport for the last two years:
"The GTE-CoSDIA is a great honor,"
Gossett said. "''m glad all of my hard
work has finally paid off."
District IV includes Alabama,
Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and
Tennessee. Gossett will be one of the
district representatives on the nation-

al ballot.
"1 hope I make the n ation al team
this year," he said. "I didn't make it
last year and it i.s a big honor. It is a
big honor, the list is in magazines and
I would like to so my name there.
Maybe it will help Murray recruit too."
Gossett has a double major of history and German and has cumulative
3.94 GPA

"I used to study a lot, but as you get
on in school you don't study as much,"
he said.
Gossett will graduate in May. He
wants to be a high school teacher and
football coach.
"I would like to go back to the
Louisville area, but rn probably have
to take the first job that opens up,"
Gossett said.
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Let's face it. Nobody wants. ·
to read another article in
Sports Illustrated about wh;•
would win
·
' '
a
game SPORTS
between
the
two T ALK
teams who 1-----~
tie
as M IKE
NCAA 0HSTROM
I)
Division I- L------~
.."' ·c..
A national champions.
,
The media's ability t6 ' ·
select college football's
national championship is., ,,
overrated and has become ~~
far too controversial. The J~
time has come for the most- :
talked-about sports issue of ~~
the past decade to become a ~~
re ality.
. • '~
It is time for college foot- ~
ball to adopt a playoff format :
to let the players decide, '"
without a doubt, who the '
~
~1
true _ch amp10ns
are.
·1
To create such a playoff ::
system, two things must be ,••
accomplished.
'
The first item to be met on 1 ~:
the playoff agenda is what to ~ 1
do with the bowl games. The ; .
bowls have done a lot to give '
college football its heritage, ,•
prestige and tradition, not to,
mention the fact that the, 11
bowls have been a great
source of income, both for the .
participating schools as well' t
as for the surrounding com-: ~;
'ti
u • .J
I ~,
_m~~ ;~e ·use of the~ b~wii' ~
in the tournament for!mat, ,
the bowl sites could be used
to host one game of a certain
round of the playoffs, <
depending on the bowl's :·
prominence. For example,
the Rose, Orange, Sugar and .
Fiesta Bowls could rotate ~
between hosting semifinal
round matches and and the
t
championship game.
Another important item to
tackle would be to install a
more consistent selection
process (done by the NCAA,
of course!) that would pick
the teams that would go .on :
to play in the playoffs.
·
Perhaps the most feasible :
plan of action for the tourna~ :
ment selection would be to •
have a 16-team field compete :
in single-elimination play,
much like the NCAA basket· •
ball tournament. Seven auto- ~
matic bids would go tp the ·
winners of the Atlantic :
Coast,
Big
East, ..
Southeastern, Big 10, Big •10:
Eight (soon to become the ~
Big 12 with the addition of
four schools from the
~
Southwestern Conference), ~
Western Athletic and Pacific •
10 conferences, with nine at- \•
large bids going to the coun- ~
try's top remaining teams.
~
This system has only one ~
drawback, and that is the ~
fact that schedules will have ~
to be tinkered with so that ~
championship-caliber teams ·
will not bum out after an 11•'
game regular season , fol- f
lowed by four more playoff ~
games. Still, as several con- ~•
ferences are going into !-!
realignment, many college ~
schedules will be changed in ~
such a manner that may ~
favor this playoff system ij
(note the SEC's championship game). Besides, the ic
teams could be granted a sec- !-i
ond week off before the post- t.,.
season.
~
With a concrete playoff 'system in place, the fate of ~
the national champiortship ~
will be up to the players !
rather than the media ~
'experts ,' leaving no ques- ~
tions as to who is Number ~
One.
•.h

··
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~
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Intramurals conclude fall season Sports

rebounds, including a monstrous dunk as Second to None
recovered from a 25-17 halfThe fall semester of intra- time deficit with 36 second-half
mural competition neared its points.
close as preseason basketball
Cegers and Slates, whose
and indoor soccer schedules team will face Smoked Beaver
reached the stretch runs of II in the championship, were
their respective playoffs.
disappointed with their perforWhile 'fhe Hoopsters beat mance in the first half but were
The Dribblers in the finals of pleased they were able to pick
the women's basketball tourna- up their play in the second
ment, The Runts fell to Second stanza.
to None 53-46 in the semifinals
"We just weren't playing
of the preseason men's 2-0 together in the first half,"
playoffs.
Cegers said. "We weren't movMansell Elliam led all scorers ing to the right spots on
with 15 points, Steven Slates offense, and our defense wasn't
totaled nine points, eight in sync. We were frustrated."
boards, four assists and two
"Our strength is our defense,"
steals and Darwin Cegers Slates s~id. "We turned it
added 10 points and 11 around by forcing tprnovers,

Bv MIKE

and we shot a little better in
the second half."
Anthony Young also pitched
in 10 points for Second to None.
Leading the .effort for The
Runts were: Brian Dunning
with 14 points and seven
rebounds; Kevin Hunsinger
with 13 points, four assists and
three boards; Sean Kimball
with six points and eight
rebounds; and Jason Swinny
with six points and four assists.
Phi
Mu
Alpha,
The
Untouchables, Jim's Team and
The Young Guns made it to the
semifinals of the 1-1 tournament, while The Boob Johns
will face The Old School in the
championship match of the 0-2
playoffs.
In indoor soccer, The Primos

OHSTROM
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...

caught fire with four secondhalf goals, thanks to James
Clendenin's hat trick as they
outscored Pi Kappa Alpha 5-3
to reach the semifinals, where
they will face the United
Nations squad.
Rob Harris opened up the
scoring with two first-half
scores for the Pikes. However,
The Primos kept possession in
the Pikes' defensive zone for
much of the second half, going
ahead for good on Clendenin's
pass to Paul Melton to lead 4-3.
Chris Michael of the Pikes
and
The Primos' Brad
Robertson each scored a goal
for their respective squads.
In the other soccer semifinal
match, Alpha Tau Omega will
meet MSU International.

Notebook
Chastity Fields and Marcus Brown have been ·
named as the Racers of the Week.
Fields, a 5'7" junior shooting guard from Trenton, Tenn.,
was selected as Murray State's first Ohio Valley
Conference Newcomer of the Week and was picked to
the Pizza Inn Classic All-Tournament Team. Fields pitched
in a season-best 2 I points along with I I rebounds in
Tuesday's 74-46 loss to Southern Illinois in Carbondale, Ill.
Brown, a 6'3" junior shooting guard from West
Memphis, Ark., led Murray State's 3-1 men's basketball
team to a 86-70 victory over Alcorn State Monday night in
Racer Arena. Brown, who scored 46 points in an exhibition game against Vasda USA, hopes to help pull off a
Racer upset over Arkansas Saturday in Fayetteville, Ark.

CLASSIFffiDS
PERSONALS
To those veterans of the
campus community whose
names were omitted from the
Ust of Honor, I salute you.
Semper A.
MUier, If I'm good this year,
maybe Santa will bring me
Psycho repellant for Christ·
mas. Wohlleb
BLAISDELL, Are you happy,
your name's In the paper.
Hey Rob, Don't be a strangerI
I'll be around next semester
to keep an eye on youI Take
Care. Kathy
You break our engagement
over the phone, you send your
•potted"friendtogetyourr1ng
back. and you call yourself a
man?Thanks forthewake·up
call.

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

TotheflneladlesotAOn, Congratulations on a job well done
at Sigma Tau Gamma's "Run·
nlng of the Bulls '94" Your
coaches, Rey and John

0, Whatawork-outl Pear1Jam

Miller, He's a stlcl<. No, a slid<.
That's what I sald, a stk:k. Not
a stick, a stick. Wohlleb

Spring Break SpecialsI
Bahamaa Party Cruise. 6
Days Including 12 Meals
$2791 Panama City. Kitchens
$1291 Cancun & Jamaica
$3991 Daytona$1591 Keys
$2291 Cocoa Beach $15911·
800-678-6386.

Interested In earning extra
CASH? Interested In
Marketing/Advertising? Call
Usa for details 1-800-233nst Pay rate: $20 for 45
min worit per month.

PERSONALS
96 bottles of beer on the wall.
Meals on Wheels, what lNery
hungry college student needs.
Tooter, Hey, your name is In the
paper!
To the beautiful ladies of placel
Way to gol Brian and Eric, your
coaches oftTrs RUNNING OF
THEBULLSI
By the way, KILLER LINE
DANCEI
Thanks to my Islsters, the .AJ»s
and my friends that made my
birthday so great! I love y'all.
Natae
S.M. We,lcrossthatbr1dgewhen
we come to it. M.S.
Hudson & Miller, the lyrical gang·
stahs...

Happy Birthday All. I bet you
thought I wouldn't remember

Meena, put your money where
your mouth Is.

Miller, Our public Is waiUng,
but what will they read during
break? Wohlleb

DON'T

'

DRINK AND DRIVEl

Staph Schneider, get well soon I
We miss you lots. Love, your
sisters In Phi Sigma Sigma

PencH
D.W. We'llalwayshaveHous·

ton. s.c

Greg, I'm gonna miss youl
Keep In touchI Love, the one
taking your place.

Congratulations Alpha Gamma
Delta on 2nd place In Running
of the Bulla. Bobby VInyard

To "the House,• Don't forget to
brush your teeth evetyday... If
you darel Mal

Wohlleb, hopeyourshoesdldn't
scuff up the table Saturday.
Miller

Goodbye Murray
News...?11*@1?

Michael C. One more sip & we
would havebeenlnthatpuddle.
Keep your M&M breath out d
my face. Shannon M.
Alpha Tau Omega wishes our
little sisters a safe and happy
holiday season. We love and
appreciate you bunchesI
Meg, Thanksforhavlngusover,
cooking a great breakfast, and
being such a wonderful fr1end &
slstert Sigma love, Natae

M~lNEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadllne......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

To the Loopy Girts, These are
the days I Saturday night was
klckln'. We4come to the jungle.
Wohlleb
Miller & Wohlleb, why don't you
do us all a favor and ask S.U
tor a ?1@11 telephone? Kelly
Me

State

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI
AttenUon: Students. Earn
$2000+ monthly.
Summer?full·tlme. World
Travel. Can1bean, Hawaii.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino
Workers. No experience.
CALL: (602) 453~1.

FOR SALE
Golf Clubs: Wilson "UUtra"lrons

Kelly Me, thanks for being so
understanding I
Thanka to the lovely ladies of
Phi Sigma Sigma for your at·
tendanoe at the Running of
the Bulls. Your coaches, Ja.
son Cansler and Jeff Arnett

Wohlleb, 1lOve him & I'm
kidding this time. Miller

· 3 thru PW plus Fairway W!)Od,
Driver, and Bag. Great X-Mas
Gift $225 080 753-6113 or
Merle Norman has Fonnal at·
tire, party dresses, and shoes
for sale and/or rental.

not

All, what am I gonna do without you next semester...! sort
of hope you ftunk stats.

Wantedlll lndMduals, Student
Organizations and Small
Groups to Promote SPRING
BREAK '95. Earn substantial
MONEY and FREE TRIPS.
CALL THE NATION'S
LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS 1-800-3276013.

753-8409. Leave message.

NOTICE
Allison Photography: For All
your Photography Needs. 10%
clscountforstudents. Call753·
8809.

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU 10: 10e per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classifieds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

INDEX
PERSONALS
ROOMt.IATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Eam up to 2,000+ mo. on
Cruise Ships or land-Tour
companies. World travel.
Seuon.t & Full·nme
employment available. No
exp necessary. For Info. cal
1-206-634-0468 ext C55381

FOR RENT
FORS~E

HELPWANTEO
LOST&FOUND
RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

National Parit Employment.
Over 25,000 openings!
Excellent benefits & bonuses.
For more lntonnatlon call: 1·
206·545-4804ext. N5538t

Waitress needed. Must be
21 or older. Apply between
2-4 p.m at Big Apple Cafe
In Puryear, TN.

Seafood Express needs a
waitress for evening shift.
Contact Brian Cartee at
753-6149 after 2 p.m.

LOST & FOUND
Found· Gatmertbougtrt at the
book.store was 1eft Thursday
at Registration. Call 3762 to

Identify.

Advertise

.

m

The
Murray
State
News

The Twelve
Days of
Christmas
A Partridge in a
Pear Tree
2-Turtle Doves
3-French Hens
4-Calling Birds
5-Golden Rings
6-Geese a
laying
7-Swans a
swimming
8-Maids a
milking
9-Ladies
Dancing
10-piJ!ers
piping
11-Drummers
druming
12-Lords a
leaping

~~~
CONGRATULATES

~~~
FOR TAKING FIRST PLACE IN OUR
ANNUAL

~~~~
,

THANKSTO~

Saturday, March 4, 1995, at 8 p.m.

AfA AOD CIII

Tickets: $21.50 reserved
Available at

Golf lessons

753-1152 • N. 16th St.
S 15 (PGA Members Jimmy or lynn

NOBODY
KNOWS

-=-... LIKE

for~

Sulliv.m)

Stuck for a gift?

JCPenney

.........,_OMINO'S..

Styling Salon

Try one of our
Custom- Designed gift baskets

Store Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 am. -1 a.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 2 am.

Phone 759-9811
M'UR.RAY ST; \:rE SI:>ECIALS
Call for appointment or
Small One Topping ......................... $3.99 1
walk-ins welcome
Medium One Toppi~g ..................... $4.99 I
Large One Topping ........................ $5.99 I
I
I

LUNCI--1 SI:>ECI1\.L

I
I

I
1

4tQ~

Also, Free Gift Wrapping

20°/o Off

gourmet t11 gifl shoppe

· 1

~ S11J• orty. Pras I!Qy vary.cusmmer pays s:as tu wt~er~
~·· Out dnvtB any less hn S20 EXPIRES in 30 days

I
1

Fresh Cheese, Gourmet Coffee & Tea,
Imported Foods
Chocolate, Chocolate, Chocolate

Monday - Tuesday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Wednesday - Friday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday 1 - 5 p.m.

Peppermill's

withMSUID

~~;:o~ :

~nocvaidM~unyoMofter.oetrvalidwifl~crly. Valida!

JCPenney Styling Salon,
PEPPERMILL'S ...... Always in good taste

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

~------------------~
~-

e

patrons & Info c•ll (818)463.5341

IL

753-3030
117 s. 12th St.

Between 11 am and 3 pm
Get aLarge One Topping P'tZZa
for $4.99

SIU Arena

kentucky Oaks Mall Paducah

How You Uke Pizza At Home.

1

!§\

Disc jockey Records

FOR PARTICIPATING
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FEES
Continued from Page 1

president of student affairs,
said more than 40 new and
increased fees were proposed
by the deans.
The increase of the following
course fees will be effective
with the 1995-96 academic
year: FCS 432, ITE 104, ITE
205, ITE 301, ITE 304, ITE 401
and ITE 501.
Booth said the increases will
provide the funds necessary to
maintain
computers
and
update software used in the
courses.
.In addition, the Board:
• approved a 3 percent
increase in room and board
rates, effective 1995 summer
•

PROJECTS
Continued from Page 1

suites or efficiency apartments.
Occupancy is expected to be
reduced from 400 to 300 upperclassmen students. If every-

131

NEWS

1994

session,
• approved a 5.7 percent
increase for part-time undergraduate tuition, following the
Council on Higher Education's
approval of 6.3 percent
increase for full-time undergraduate residents. Part-time
undergraduate residents who
currently pay $70 per credit
hour will pay $74 next fall.
• approved fees for special
CTBS test administrations.
Currently the test is offered
free of . charge twice each
semester. The following rates
were approved for specially
scheduled test dates: CTBS
total battery, $10; CTBS
retakes, $5 per section; test of
written communication, $15;
and test of oral communication,
$15.
thing goes according to schedule, the bond issue will be in
March.
He said renovating Woods
will be a two-year project, since
the building will be completely
gutted during during construction.

U ofl
Continued from Page 1

and cost-effective manner."
Degrees in six engineering
disciplines will be offered,
according to Stephen H. Cobb,
chair of the department ofpysicis and astronomy. The disciplines are: electrical, mechanical, chemical, civil and industrial engineering and engineering math and computer
science.

Merry Christmas
froiD The Murray State News Staff

ALPHA KAPPA Psi
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Murray State is also seeking
accreditation of its engineering
physics program.
The effort to provide students access to engineering
education is in response to a
statewide interest in engineering education and in an effort
to facilitate the process by
which our graduates may
secure professional engineer
licensure, Alexander said.
"Because these programs are
already in place in both institutions there will be no additional costs of the Kentucky taxpayer."

CONGRATULATIONS
to our new actives
DANA BALDWIN

HEATHER HAWKINS

AMY DARST

MELANIE KNuPP

TARA GINGERESKY
DANA HOPKINS

jASON LEATH
.' SHAWN REYNOLDS

LoRI SurroN

Late Registration and Fee Payment
•No Drop/Add or Re-scheduling until Jan. 19
Students classified as Graduate or Irregular may pay fees and
register at any time listed.

Have a
Happy Healthy
Holiday!

8-11 a.m.
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
1-3 p.m.
3-5 p.m.
5-6 p.m.

Seniors L-Z
Seniors A-K
Juniors L-Z
Juniors A-K
OPEN (Graduate, irregular, seniors,
and

8-10 a.m.
10 a.m.-1 p.m.
1 ~2 :30 p.m.
2:30-4 p.m.
4-5:30 p.m.
5:30-7 p.m.

From the MSU Health Services

Sophomores L-Z
Sophomores A-K
Freshman, Visiting, Non-degree
Freshman, Visiting, Non-degree
Freshman, Visiting, Non-degree
Freshman, Visiting, Non-degree

S-Z
L-A
F-K
A-E

Packets may be picked-up at Racer Arena

You'll Love Our New Figures
for only

/month

Murray Family YMCA
offers

EXERCISE YOUR OPTIONS
Aerobics Class
Stair Climbers
Circuit Weight Training
Fitness Assessments
Step Aerobics
Abdominals Class

Free Weights
Lifecycle
Treadmills
Aqua Fitness
Bicycles
Toning Class

2 Great Locations
12th Street Branch
209 N. 12th St.
759•9622 or 759•9699

University Branch
1510 Chestnut St.
753•4295

TheY
payment plans available

... is for every body

NEWS
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We will pay you
$$CASH$$
for your books!
Bring them back!
Whether used on this campus or not,
.we buy all titles having resale market value.

Currls C~Qt~r
,_, 0 , .J "~"
• "'~"':ktlOO

Buy-back Hours
Dec. 12- 16
8:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Large selectio11 of books ~or gift givi11g for .
C~rist111as at a savi11gs ~f 1/3 off!
I

